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OVERVIEW

We are developing the design for the Lyman-Ultraviolet (LUV) Imaging Spectrograph, LUVIS to propose for a 
Small Explorer (SMEX) mission.  LUVIS will provide true long slit (6 arc minute) imaging spectroscopic 
capability with large spectral resolving power, R. Minimizing the number of optical components to the required 
minimum of three enables large spectral throughput. The design uses a two-mirror Cassegrain Ritchey-Chretien 
Optical Telescope Assembly (OTA), a single optic Rowland-like spectrometer, and a windowless 50 x 127 mm 
curved Microchannel Plate (MCP). The design is optimized over the 102 to 140 nm spectral range providing 
spectral imaging at R ~ 20K in a single exposure. Lyman-b enhanced Al + LiF mirror and grating coatings with 
the LiF protected with an atomic layer deposition (ALD) fluoride encapsulating overcoat provide high 
throughput over that spectral range. Line-of-sight (LOS) jitter control utilizes time-tag photon arrival to 
compensate field position jitter by re-registering pixel location in post-processing as well as tip/tilt active 
control of the secondary mirror of the OTA. This paper will describe the design as well as some of the key 
design trades that defined the design.
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LUVIS, if selected, will accomplish priority UV science providing significant contributions 
to answering many of the key science questions posed in the Astro2020 Decadal Survey. 
LUVIS consists of a 0.5-m f/24 Cassegrain optical telescope assembly feeding a single 
instrument – a Lyman-UV/ far-UV single-optic spectrograph. The design form and optical 
coatings have been selected to optimize the signal in the Lyman ultraviolet while utilizing 
existing technology. Architecture trades have emphasized a simple design with a minimum 
of optical elements and mechanisms while using a coating design that optimizes the Lyman 
UV throughput. We conclude that the mission is feasible on a cost constrained budget. 

LUVIS is low risk within the cost constraints of a SMEX budget.
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LUVIS Objectives and Summary

LUVIS Top-Level Requirements and Resulting Block Diagram

Detailed LUVIS Design and projected performance
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